Gift Card
Holder for Men
Wondering what to give the man or
young man in your life for the holidays?
If it is cash or a gift card, here is a fun
way to package that gift!

Step 1:
First, you will need a 6” x 10” piece of paper. Lay paper down with the pattern against the table. Fold your rectangle in half,
right to left. Unfold and fold each side to meet that center seam.

Step 2:
To create the sleeves, fold out from the top to make two triangles. The triangle should start from the outside seam and show
on the outer edges of your paper. You will see a “V” shape in the center.

Step 3:
Flip your paper over. From the bottom fold up ¾”.

Step 4:
Flip your paper again. With the fold you just made, take each bottom corner and fold to the center so the corner points meet
in the middle.

Step 5:
Turn your paper around so the bottom (part you just folded) is at the top. From the bottom, fold your paper up so the
bottom edge slides under the “collar.” Flatten the bottom fold.

Step 6:
Fold the bottom of your shirt up ½”. Unfold this flap and reverse your folds to make an accordion fold. Now your fold will
stand up in the middle.

Step 7:
To make your card holder sturdier, glue the top part of this fold down to the flat part of your shirt.

Step 8:
Once again, tuck the bottom edge under the “collar.” Next, you can decorate it like a shirt. I drew the buttons on, but if you
have small buttons at home, you can glue those on to make it look like a real shirt! Open your shirt once again and tuck in
money or a gift card and your present is ready to give!

